Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 35

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. a bunch of flowers
3. a person with dark brown hair
6. Most people blush if you ___ them.
10. an artwork created by pasting materials onto a surface
11. to entertain
12. a repeating of sound
14. the material jeans are made from
16. At a ___ dinner, guests serve themselves.
18. newspaper
22. Record the movie on this blank ___.
24. You get fifty cents off with this ___.
25. She held her hair back with a ___.
26. My mom taught me how to ___ a scarf.
27. the first public performance, as of a movie or play
28. a waxy marker

Down
2. Write an ___ on what friendship means to you.
4. a daily pattern of doing things
5. The audience clapped until the singer returned and sang an ___.
7. a classical form of dance
8. sturdy tan-colored cloth
9. logic
10. a singing group
13. the letters used to write in a language
14. We waited at the ___ for the bus.
15. opposite of large
17. to save from harm
19. an afternoon performance at a theater
20. opposite of rudeness
21. a picture of a person
23. During a ___, you might see lions and hippos.